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The authors present a case study on the use of ground-based measurements from
various sensors (sunphotometers and lidars) and a radiative transfer model to calcu-
late the direct radiative effect of fine and coarse mode dust particles, separately, over
Barcelona, Spain and Leipzig, Germany. Overall, this is a nice paper that merits to be
published in ACP after the authors address my comments and also the comments of
the other reviewers. Below, please find my major and minor comments:

1) English should be improved in the text. I believe the authors could do several im-
provements by going through the text several times.
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2) Line 26-27. Please rephrase this sentence. You might consider breaking it into two
sentences.

3) Line 36. Please replace concerning with another word (e.g. with important).

4) Line 37. Relies instead of rely.

5) Line 50. Please give a reference here if there is any. Otherwise, rephrase.

6) Line 52. Dust emissions are very uncertain and may be even higher (also much
lower). See the paper of Huneeus et al. (2011). Quite a significant part of them is of
anthropogenic origin (Ginoux et al., 2012).

7) Line 57-59. You need a reference here. In a very recent study, Akritidis et al. (2020)
present a very massive event of dust transport over Europe. Another study that could
be also cited is Osborne et al. (2019).

8) Line 96. Is this separation between coarse and fine mode aerosols or dust and
no-dust? Is there a possibility of having other aerosol components into the coarse
mode?

9) Line 159. Please give the wavelengths at which the radiative transfer is imple-
mented. Is there a specific spectral resolution of the model?

10) Line 203. Please define the term frequencies. How were they calculated?

11) Line 250. Remove "on"

12) Personally, I do not like very much the use of J instead of January.

13) As a general comment. The aging of dust is probably expected to modify the optical
properties of dust. I would like to see a discussion on that in the paper.

14) The use of two symbols for the single scattering albedo and asymmetry factor is
confusing, i.e. AsyF and g.

15) Please be more specific about the albedo data used. Are they part of the standard
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AERONET product?

16) It would be interesting to see a comparison of the radiative calculations with clima-
tological values appearing in recent studies (e.g. Nabat et al., 2014 and Tsikerdekis et
al., 2019). In this way, the reader will be able to evaluate the high or low instantaneous
radiative effect values appearing in the paper.

17) Personally, I do not like some figures. E.g. Figure 2 or 5 might be polished a little
bit. However, this is not a must.

18) Most probably the radiative effect of fine and coarse mode dust when added will not
be equal to the total dust if a simulation is done for the total dust properties due to non-
linearities. This stems from the fact that dust particles are mingled and not separated
in the atmosphere. I would appreciate a discussion on this from the authors.
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